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     After hearing about this year’s Mid-Winter Clinic sponsored by the Sunflower State 

Crankers,  I wanted to attend.  However, I couldn’t make definite plans until I knew the 

weather forecast. I can’t be 800 miles from home when  my snowplow customers need 

me.  As the literature from Gary Hylton stated, “this is an event you won’t want to miss.”  

With that in mind and no snow in the forecast, I hired my neighbor boy to tend the 

outdoor wood furnace, went to bed at 6 p.m., got up early, and left at 12:30 a.m. with our 

Plymouth Voyager.   

     At a temperature of - 6, the sky was clear and full of stars.  The moonlight reflecting 

off the snow lit up the farm fields.  I arrived in Kansas City at 9 a.m.  I planned to 

surprise a friend who works at the auto museum of Peterson Manufacturing in 

Grandview, a suburb on the south side of K.C.  Heading south on Hwy. 71, a loud 

scraping noise under the van told me something was wrong.  I pulled over to find my 

muffler dragging.  After tying it up with some scrounged wire, I finally found an auto 

parts store for some heavier wire that would last until I got home. Piles of snow in the 

parking lots and fresh snow falling, with temperatures in the twenties, made me feel like I 



was at home.  With an hour and a half lost to fixing my exhaust problems, I skipped the 

surprise visit and continued on my way.   

      Traveling another 200 miles to the southwest, I arrived at McPherson College at 

about 1:45 p.m., where I had attended the antique automobile restoration winter 

workshops in 1988 and 1990. The weather was beautiful, sunny and close to fifty 

degrees.  It felt like spring.   With hopes that Eric and Ethan might be interested in 

attending school there someday, I purchased McPherson Bulldog apparel for them at the 

school bookstore before it closed at 2 p.m.  A walk to the restoration technology building 

for a quick look at the projects underway, a visit to Walmart to buy all the stuff I forgot at 

home on the bathroom counter, and a carwash, before driving around McPherson to 

admire the beautiful old buildings and the courthouse square.  At 4 p.m., I headed south 

about 30 miles to Hutchinson to find the technical school where the seminars would be 

held the next day. 

     Some beautiful speedsters, Gary Hylton’s 1911 touring, and an Auburn were being 

brought into the building, and displays were being set up.  I met up with Kevin Bruso, 

Gary Hylton, and some friends and acquaintances from the Sunflower State Crankers.  

Those gathering on Friday went to an Amish restaurant in nearby Yoder, KS for dinner.   

     The next morning brought a very interesting day of speakers and a great lunch.  The 

first speaker was Mr. Tom Lieb, founder and CEO of Scat Enterprises, manufacturers of 

aftermarket and OEM crankshafts in Los Angeles, California.  Tom explained the process 

of manufacturing the newly-released forged Model T counterbalanced cranks, and gave a 

history of his company and the antique cars which he collects.   

     “Speedy” Bill Smith of Speedway Motors in Lincoln, Nebraska spoke for the rest of 

the morning.  After a video detailing the history of his career in performance parts sales 

and racing, he shared stories with the audience and told about his collecting and the 

world-class museum he has assembled.  The 2011 Annual International Speedster Trials 

and Reunion will be held at his facility on June 15-18.   

     After lunch, Larry Young of Tulsa gave a presentation on camshaft design and some 

of the new Model T cams in the works.  A video featured Bill Stipe and his shop.   

     Next, our own Kevin Bruso unveiled the “Straight Arrow” overhead valve head for 

the Model T Ford, which he has designed.  With modern flow technology, Kevin’ head 

promises more power and performance than the overhead valve heads of the 1920’s.  The 

first prototype, machined of plexiglass, was on display.   The expert machinist who has 

been involved in this project and produced the prototype, Mr. Reece Gibson, also gave a 

presentation explaining the procedure for producing the head using CNC technology. 

     Indeed, this was an event I am glad I didn’t miss.  I received a healthy dose of Model 

T enthusiasm at the time of the year I needed it most, and was able to escape from my 

business.  I drove home the next day.   I can’t wait to build a fast Model T, and I look 

forward to the next time I am able to visit Kansas.    

     


